Spatial Lightning Talks
Friday, February 9, 2018 | 12:00 – 1:00 PM
Mosher Alumni House, 2nd Floor Alumni Hall

KEITH CLARKE
Professor of Geography
“The Honda Point Disaster”

JEREMY DOUGLASS
Assistant Professor of English
“Panelcode: encoding page space in graphic narrative”

PAUL WILSON
GE / MapFrame (retired)
“Mapping Thomas: Fire and Mud”

JOSHUA KUNTZMAN
Graduate Student, Gervitz School of Education
“Interdisciplinary Research at UCSB Crossroads”

LILY CHENG
PhD Student, Department of Geography
“Left Hand, Right Hand”

JAMES CAESAR
UCSB Campus Emergency Manager
“Thomas Fire: Don’t Fight the Scenario”

THOMAS CRIMMEL
Undergraduate Student
“The Abridged History of the Digital Desktop”

WILLIAM YIM
Independent Aviation Consultant
“Focus”

Lunch will be provided.
Please RSVP to Crystal Bae:
cbae@spatial.ucsb.edu